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ABSTRACT   
 

Modern communication system needs an exceptional way of security, especially on computer 
networks. The network security is becoming more paramount as the number of data being 
exchanged on the internet increases. Steganography is the art of hiding information in a cover image 
without causing statistically significant variations to the cover image. Different types of carrier file 
formats can be used, but digital images are the most popular ones because of their frequency on the 
internet. This research work gives an overview of image steganography, it’s uses and techniques, 
basically, to store confidential information within images such as details of working strategy, secret 
missions, criminal and confidential information in various organizations that work for national 
security such as military, FBI, DSS, Nigerian police etc. The desktop application has been developed 
that incorporates Advanced Encryption Standard for encryption of the original message, and Spatially 
Desynchronized Steganography Algorithm for hiding the text file inside the image.  Least Significant 
Bit (LSB) technique was used in hiding messages in an image. The system enhanced the LSB 
technique by randomly dispersing the bits of the message in the image and thus making it harder for 
steganalyst to extract the original message. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The Internet of Things (IoT) represents a cutting-edge information technology paradigm—a dynamic 
network that facilitates communication and interaction among self-configuring, intelligent devices 
and human users (Cao, et.al., 2021).  In this age of internet, the security of information has also 
been one of the most challenging factors of information technology and communication. Huge 
volume of data is transferred every second in the internet via e-mails, file sharing sites and social 
networking sites.  
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As the number of internet users rises, the concern on the credibility of the services is also on rise, so 
the concept of internet security has become the important research topic nowadays. The competitive 
nature of the computer industry has forced the web services into the market at a breakneck pace 
giving a very little time for audit of system security. 
 
Image steganography is the process of concealing secret contents in a cover image. Thus, the secret 
contents are hidden in such a way that it is not perceptible to the human eyes (Kaur, et. al., 2022). 
Different carrier file formats can be used, but digital images are the most popular because of their 
frequency on the Internet. Steganography is not to be confused with Encryption, which is the process 
of making a message unintelligible—Steganography attempts to hide the existence of communication 
and the message embedding capacity can be increased due to a wider edge area (De Rosal, 2022). 
The basic structure of Steganography is made up of three components: the “carrier”, the message, 
and the key. Carrier is also known as cover-object, in which the message is embedded and serves to 
hide the presence of the message. The carrier can be a painting, a digital image, an mp3, even a 
TCP/IP packet among other things. A key is used to decode/decipher/discover the hidden message. 
This can be anything from a password, a pattern, a black-light, or even lemon juice. In this project our 
focus is on implementing digital image steganography, Bitmap image (BMP) using LSB Substitution, 
although the properties of Image Steganography may be substituted with audio mp3’s, zip archives, 
and any other digital document format. 
 
Basically, our focus is on implementing digital image steganography as shown in Figure 1.1. The 
Message is the data that the sender wishes to remain confidential. It can be plain text, ciphertext, 
other image, or anything that can be embedded in a bit stream such as a copyright mark, a covert 
communication, or a serial number. Password is known as stego-key, which ensures that only 
recipient who knows the corresponding decoding key will be able to extract the message from a 
cover-object. The cover-object with the secretly embedded message is then called the stego-object. 
Recovering message from a stego-object requires the cover-object itself and a corresponding 
decoding key if a stego-key was used during the encoding process. The original image may or may 
not be required in most applications to extract the message. Recovering message from a stego-
object requires the cover-object itself and a corresponding decoding key if a stego-key was used 
during the encoding process. The original image may or may not be required in most applications to 
extract the message. 
 

 
Figure 1; General Scheme of Steganography,  (Source; Alqahtany, et.al., 2023) 
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1.1 Classification of Information Hiding 
Hiding information take different forms in term of placing data within media, there are three main 
forms considered when talking about data security (Inas J. K et al, 2019). Cryptography is changing 
the data itself by scrambling under certain condition, as if he was openly challenging and no need to 
hide secret coding because power of encryption method. Watermarking to a certain extent look like 
steganography and main different by choosing the media of cover and secret. In steganography, 
many hosting media used to cover secret message as shown in Figure 2. Each cover media has 
advantage and disadvantage in text media imperceptibility is good but gain less capacity due to text 
can carry less amount of data while video and audio can use large amount of data accompanied by a 
few of security exactly the contrary with protocol that has high degree of security with less capacity. 
 

 
Figure 1.2 Steganography process   
(Source; PanelReinel, et.al., 2020) 

 
2. RELATED WORKS 
 
Steganography is the practice of concealing a message within another message or a physical object. 
In computing/electronic contexts, a computer file, message, image, or video is concealed within 
another file, message, image, or video. From (Ganiev, et. al., 2020) the word steganography comes 
from Greek steganographia, which combines the words steganós, meaning "covered or concealed", 
and -graphia meaning "writing".  Yan, et.al., (2021), reported that steganography sends out secret 
messages by embedding them into an innocent cover with the goal of conceal the hidden channel 
using the public channel. The hidden messages appear to be (or to be part of) something else: 
images, articles, shopping lists, or some other cover text which may be in invisible ink between the 
visible lines of a private letter. Some implementations of steganography that lacks a shared secret 
are forms of security through obscurity, and key-dependent steganographic schemes (Pallavi et al, 
2018).  
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Duta et al, (2020), expatiated the advantage of steganography over cryptography that the intended 
secret message does not attract attention to itself as an object of scrutiny. Plainly visible encrypted 
messages, no matter how unbreakable they are, arouse interest and may in themselves be 
incriminating in countries in which encryption is illegal Whereas cryptography is the practice of 
protecting the contents of a message alone, steganography is concerned with concealing the fact 
that a secret message is being sent and its contents. 
 
2.1 Steganography Vs. Cryptography 
Cryptography and steganography is to provide secret communication. However, steganography is not 
the same as cryptography. Cryptography hides the contents of a secret message from malicious 
people, whereas steganography even conceals the existence of the message. Steganography must 
not be confused with cryptography, where we transform the message so as to make its meaning 
obscure to malicious people who intercept it. Therefore, the definition of breaking the system is 
different. In cryptography, the system is broken when the attacker can read the secret message. 
Natiq and Zahir (2022), expatiated steganalysis as the art and practice of detecting secret material 
or messages in a digital image (cover) and distinguishing between stego-object and the clean-cover 
object with little or no understanding of the steganography techniques. The aim of steganalysis is to 
gather some evidence indicating the existence of an encoded message and it is the inverse of the 
process of steganography 
 
Cryptography today guarantees that the data sent are protected with the final aim of ensuring the 
receiver can get to this information from registered roots; cryptography can be regarded as an old 
technique that has been implemented up to now (panelDilip, et.al., 2022). In cryptography, the 
structure of a message is scrambled to make it meaningless and unintelligible unless the decryption 
key is available. It makes no attempt to disguise or hide the encoded message. Basically, 
cryptography offers the ability of transmitting information between persons in a way that prevents a 
third party from reading it. Cryptography can also provide authentication for verifying the identity of 
someone or something. 
 
A steganographic scheme with less distorted stego image is more secure than one with a highly 
distorted stego image, because it does not attract the attention of intruders. An ideal steganographic 
scheme should have a large embedding capacity and the visual qualityof stego objects should be 
excellent (panelPranab, et.al., 2020). Steganography does not alter the structure of the secret 
message, but hides it inside a cover-image so it cannot be seen. A message in cipher text, for 
instance, might arouse suspicion on the part of the recipient while an “invisible” message created 
with steganographic methods will not. In other words, steganography prevents an unintended 
recipient from suspecting that the data exists. In addition, the security of classical steganography 
systems relies on secrecy of the data encoding system. Once the encoding system is known, the 
steganography system is defeated. 
 
It is possible to combine the techniques by encrypting messages using cryptography and then hiding 
the encrypted message using steganography. The resulting stego-image can be transmitted without 
revealing that secret information is being exchanged. Furthermore, even if an attacker were to defeat 
the steganographic technique and detect the message from the stego-object, he would still require 
the cryptographic decoding key to decipher the encrypted message.  
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3. METHODOLOGY 
 
LSB Algorithm: 
LSB (Least Significant Bit) substitution is the process of adjusting the least significant bit pixels of 
the carrier image, its simple approach for embedding messages into the image. The Least Significant 
Bit insertion varies according to the number of bits in an image. For an 8 bit image, the least 
significant bit i.e., the 8th bit of each byte of the image is changed to the bit of secret message and 
for a 24 bit image, the colors of each component like RGB (red, green and blue) are changed. LSB is 
effective in using BMP images since the compression in BMP is lossless. Randomization of bit 
algorithm in LSB to read in user message, the process takes a large amount of time to process, 
because bit streams takes too long to process, since the bit algorithm statement needs to order 
entire message bits that is growing all the time, and by 5 thousand words it takes over 1.5 seconds.  
 

 
Figure 3. 1 Flowchart to Conceal Information Into A Cover Image 
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An alternative variant, which generated random bits without ordering the entire message, but by 
fetching LSB as a random number, took 0.00086 seconds, boosting the input speed. In the future, 
we recommend the introduction of machine learning in the encryption and decryption process to 
maximize the bit arrangement process. Least significant bit (LSB) coding is the simplest way to 
embed information in a digital Image or Audio file. By substituting the least significant bit of each 
sampling point in Audio and each pixel in Image with a binary message, LSB coding allows for a large 
amount of data to be encoded. In LSB coding, the ideal data transmission rate is 1 kbps per 1 kHZ. 

 

 
                 Figure 3. 2 Encryption Process         Figure 3.3 Decryption Process 
 
 
3.3 Encryption and Decryption of short Message 
This layout shows the short message encryption and decryption page of the system. With this page, 
the user can encrypt messages as a file or type a message using the “Type Message” feature. The 
user can also select a cover image file and encrypt the message. This is shown in figures 3.4, 3.5 
and 3.6. 
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Figure 3.4 image before encryption 

 

 
Figure 3.5  The short message page 
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Figure 3.6 Image after encryption 
 

 
Encoding 
Algorithm For Encoding 
1. STEP 1.        //Information from Stegno Key 
2. Input the key in string datatype; 
3. //Apply Arithmetic coding to the string key float num = Arithmetic_coding( key); 

num=num*100; 
4. x=10*(1st digit of num); y=10*(2st digit of num); 
5. STEP 2.        //converting Plain Text into Bit Stream 
6. //Input Text to be hidden in string datatype; string plaintext; 
7. //apply encription algorithm on this string 
8. string ciphertext = Vigenere_cipher(plaintext); convert ciphertext ASCII form; 
9. convert ASCII form Bit_stream; 
10. STEP 3.         //Hiding bitstream of input text in Image or Audio file 
11. int n = length(plaintext); 
12. //HIDING IN IMAGE FILE 
13. get_resolution( image )  pxq; if (p==odd) 
14. p=p-1; if(q==odd) q=q-1; 
15. R value of 1x1 pixel = n; int g =1; 
16. int h=1; 
17. int m= bit lodation in Bit_stream; char C= R or G or B; 
18. for(int i=0;i<8n;i++) 
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19. { 
20. If (m%3==1) C=R; 
21. If (m%3==1) C=G; 
22. If (m%3==1) C=B 
23. Least significant digit of C value of (g+x)x(h+y) th 
24. pixel = Bit_stream[i]; 
25. g = g+x; 
26. h = h+y; 
27. } 
28. //HIDING IN AUDIO FILE 
29. string audio_stream= sampled audio 
30. Byte_stream; 
31. audio_stream[0]= n; 
32. for(int i=0;i<8n;i++) 
33. { 
34. If (Bit_stream[i]==0) audio_stream[i++]=audio_stream[i++] AND “11111110”; 
35. If (Bit_stream[i]==1) audio_stream[i]=audio_stream[i] OR “00000001”; 
36. } 
37. ALGORITHM FOR DECODING 
38. STEP 1.        //Information from Stegno Key 
39. Input the key in string datatype; 
40. //Apply Arithmetic coding to the string key float num = Arithmetic_coding( key); 

num=num*100; 
41. x=10*(1st digit of num); y=10*(2st digit of num); 
42. //from IMAGE file 
43. STEP 2.        //read stegno image 
44. int n= R value of 1x1 pixel int g=0; 
45. int h=0; 
46. STEP 3.        for(int i=1; i<=n;i++) 
47. { 
48. g=g+x; 
49. h=h+y; 
50. string Bit_stream; 
51. char C; 
52. If (i%3==1) C=R; 
53. If (i%3==1) C=G; 
54. If (i%3==1) C=B; 
55. Bit_stream[i--]=least significant digit of C value of (gxh) pixel 
56. } 
57. // from Audio file 
58. STEP 2.        //read stegno audio 
59. string audio_stream= sampled stegno audio Byte_stream; int n = audio_stream[0]; 
60. STEP 3.        for(int i=1;i<8n;i++) 
61. { 
62. Bit_stream[i]=least significant digit of audio_stream[i]; 
63. } 
64. STEP 4.        //converting Bit Stream into Plain Text 
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65. string ciphertext ; 
66. convert Bit_stream  ASCII form; convert ASCII form  ciphertext; 
67. //apply dencription algorithm on this string 
68. string plaintext = inverse_Vigenere_cipher(ciphertext); PRINT plaintext; 
69. Vigenere Cipher 
 

 
 

Fig 3.7  LSB method 
 

The above diagram illustrates how the message 'HEY' is encoded in a 16-bit CD quality sample using 
the LSB method. This page handles the encryption process of the system. It offers the user the 
platform to encrypt the file. There are two ways to encrypt the message. One of the ways is to load 
the image and load the already prepared file or load the image and prepare the message on the 
platform.  
 
3.5 Calculation of Bit Weight 
Bit weight calculation is one of the ways to measure its popularity. The calculation of bit weight is 
focused on creating a labeled weighted graph, where each vertex and edge is associated with a 
value or several values, like width, weight, length. Vertex weight is calculated based on the number 
of incoming and outgoing message bits. 
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Figure 3.8 Computation Example 

 
Every algorithm has its differences and from Figure 3.8, simplified Bit Rank done with nodes which 
have some variable ranks (named after vertex names). Every directed edge give a surplus of its 
weight to a vertex it is pointing to, ergo vertex B has some bit rank B that is equally divided between 
all edges. It is clear that if A gives entire bit rank to D, then A would have 0 bit rank, which is not 
exactly a right thing, that’s why a limiting factor was introduced – damping factor, which basically 
states that some part of vertex weight stays with the source. This can be seen as the observer's 
physical limitation of viewing bits with unlimited depth and statistically is introduced as 15 %.The 
calculation of A, B, C, D real values can be done iteratively and be represented as a matrix. In the 
calculation process the new bit rank does not depend on its previous value. 
 
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
This research introduced an alternative approach to information security based on image 
steganography, which proved to be useful in communication between two entities by ensuring 
information security. This System enables us to perform remote operations such as data analysis 
and data compression at the source before data is transmitted over the network.  This allows for 
more intelligent encryption techniques.  The architecture used in this research work was medium 
scaled which was not subjected to the influence of a single selection policy. This system allows  user 
to upload an existing message file or type a new message from scratch in the system.  Code 
optimization was done by finding bottleneck areas of code that need optimization. In order to do this, 
the entire process was divided by time markers, which should tell us at the end of the process and 
what part of the code took the most amount of time. The lacks in generalization was  made up for in 
specialization, which would in turn give speed and higher data processing capability. The software is 
able to insert a text file and an image file in the process of encrypting the image from more than one 
message input medium. 
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